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The OmniFlex™ Microfiber Trolley System

HIGHLIGHTS

� Customize the ultimate cleaning cart
by combining the high capacity trash
bag, three-shelf supply bag and
storage bins.

� The self-dispensing solution bucket
ensures that only fresh, clean
solution is ever used.

� The built-in spigot makes it perfect
for applying fresh cleaning solution,
degreaser, stripping solution, floor
finish and gym finish in a fast and
flawless manner.

� Spigot throttle manages the amount
of solution used, reducing chemical
costs up to 90% while producing
better results.

� Perfect for waxing, the precise flow
of floor finish from the spigot along
with smooth microfiber application
provide a level coat of finish with no
bubbles or streaks, eliminating costly
redo’s.

� Just add the OmniFlex wet vacuum
for powerful extraction capability for
deep, hygienic cleaning.
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The patented Microfiber Trolley System is the most

flexible and low cost microfiber cleaning and finishing

system available today. It combines the versatile self-

dispensing OmniFlex Trolley-Bucket, high capacity

vinyl trash and supply bags, an interlocking bin system,

color-coded microfiber technology, and foolproof

worker-friendly process.

Customizing your own system is really easy. Simply

purchase the OmniFlex Trolley-Bucket and then add

bags, bins and accessories as needed. Or, for maximum

value and convenience, Kaivac

offers a preconfigured package that

includes the Trolley-Bucket and four bins.

PERFECT FOR:

Education
Healthcare
Retail
Food Service

Restroom Cleaning
Daily Floor Cleaning
Finishing Floors
Stripping Floors
Degreasing Kitchens
Applying Gym Floor Finish

Variable Flow
Spigot Dispenses
Fresh Solution

Sturdy HandleWith
Posts for Storage
andWrapping

CREATE MULTIPLE
CONFIGURATIONS

WITH BINS & BAGS



Most conventional mop buckets contain dirty,
contaminated water, which mops simply spread
around, leaving surfaces soiled, wet and dangerous.
With the OmniFlex Trolley-Bucket, since pads never
enter the solution tank, the solution remains fresh
for more effective cleaning and fewer closet trips.
Simply changing to a clean microfiber pad removes
the soil and reduces the possibility of spreading
soils and contamination.

Perhaps best of all, the Trolley-Bucket coverts to a
Dispense-and-Vac or Spray-and-Vac system and even
an autoscrubber in seconds for high-performance
hygienic green cleaning.

Why is the Trolley System Better?
Heavy Duty Nylon Supply and Trash Bags

Kaivac offers two optional high capacity nylon bags for
maximum storage and utility.

� The durable Supply Bag includes 3 shelves and
multiple pockets making it ideal for cleaning and
stocking. Top compartments can also collapse to
store larger items or carry a 20-30 gallon liner for
light trashing.

� The Trash Bag holds up to a 55 gal trash liner
and contains multiple pockets for tool and supply
storage. Velcro panel allows quick and easy
removal of liners.

� An optional Wheelie Bar is available when needed
to stabilize the system under heavy loads.

OmniFlex Interlocking Bin System

Kaivac’s plastic bins are perfect for customizing theTrolley
System. But, many are finding that they’re valuable on
their own, whether used stand-alone or with other
trolley and cart systems.

� Interlocking hooks allow up to five bins to be
joined together.

� Add quick-connecting casters for instant mobility.

� Load bins with supplies, tools or up to 30
microfiber pads.

� Semi-transparent for easy content identification.

� Heavy duty handles and tight fitting lids.

� Convenient nesting and stacking.

� Use with existing janitor carts and trolleys.

� Can operate as an independent trolley system.

� Easily guided by mop handle.

Microfiber Products and Accessories

Kaivac offers a wide variety of microfiber products and
accessories to complete your system.

� Microfiber pads

� Microfiber SmartTowels

� Mop handles and pad frames
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